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Valuation Ratios and the Long-Run Stock Market Outlook:
An Update1
John Y. Campbell and Robert J. Shiller2
Abstract. The use of price–earnings ratios and dividend-price ratios as
forecasting variables for the stock market is examined using aggregate
annual US data 1871 to 2000 and aggregate quarterly data for twelve
countries since 1970. Various simple efficient-markets models of financial
markets imply that these ratios should be useful in forecasting future divi-
dend growth, future earnings growth, or future productivity growth. We
conclude that, overall, the ratios do poorly in forecasting any of these.
Rather, the ratios appear to be useful primarily in forecasting future stock
price changes, contrary to the simple efficient-markets models. This paper
is an update of our earlier paper (1998), to take account of the remarkable
behavior of the stock market in the closing years of the twentieth century.
Keywords: Stock market, price–earnings ratio, forecasts, expectations, dividend–
price ratio, efficient markets, Standard & Poor's 500, present value, productivity.
JEL Classification: G12
When stock market valuation ratios are at extreme levels by historical standards,
as dividend–price and price–earnings ratios have been for some years in the US, one
naturally wonders what this means for the stock market outlook. It seems reasonable to
suspect that prices are not likely ever to drift too far from their normal levels relative to
indicators of fundamental value, such as dividends or earnings. Thus it seems natural to
give at least some weight to the simple mean-reversion theory that when stock prices are
very high relative to these indicators, as they have been recently, then prices will
eventually fall in the future to bring the ratios back to more normal historical levels. The
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idea that they should do so seems intuitive and basic. Metaphorically, when one is moun-
taineering, one can enjoy the exhilarating view from high up on a mountain, and may
look forward to the possibility of discovering a way up to a much higher level. But one
will reflect that, realistically, at a random date years from now, one will probably be back
down at ground level.
On December 3, 1996, we testified before the Federal Reserve Board that, despite
all the evidence that stock returns are hard to forecast in the short run, this simple theory
of mean reversion is basically right and does indeed imply a poor long-run stock market
outlook. We amplified our testimony and published it in 1998, continuing to assert our
pessimistic long-run scenario.3
The stock market did not immediately move to encourage faith in our theory.
Since our testimony, the stock market, as measured by the real (inflation-corrected)
Standard & Poor Composite index, has increased by 80% above its value when we testi-
fied, and 30% above its value when we published.
Despite these developments, we believe that our original testimony and article are
even more relevant today. Valuation ratios moved up in the year 2000 to levels that were
absolutely unprecedented, and are still nearly as high as of this writing at the beginning of
2001. Even allowing for the possibility that the economy and financial markets have
undergone some structural changes, these ratios imply a stronger case for a poor stock
market outlook than has ever been seen before. To underscore this conviction, we present
here an extended version of our 1998 paper, with data updated to 2000.
I. Historical Behavior of Valuation Ratios
We should first understand what the stability of a valuation ratio itself implies
about mean reversion. If we accept the premise for the moment that valuation ratios will
continue to fluctuate within their historical ranges in the future, and neither move
permanently outside nor get stuck at one extreme of their historical ranges, then when a
valuation ratio is at an extreme level either the numerator or the denominator of the ratio
must move in a direction that restores the ratio to a more normal level. Something must
be forecastable based on the ratio, either the numerator or the denominator. For example,
high prices relative to dividends — a low dividend–price ratio — must forecast some
combination of unusual increases in dividends and declines (or at least unusually slow
growth) in prices.
The conventional random-walk theory of the stock market is that stock price
changes are not predictable, so that neither the dividend–price ratio nor any other valua-
tion ratio has any ability to forecast movements in stock prices. But then, if the random-
walk theory is not to imply that the dividend–price ratio will move beyond its historical
                                                
3 Over this interval we have also published related papers, Campbell (1999) and Shiller (1999),
and have written two books, Campbell and Viceira (2001) and Shiller (2000), that expand on our
views.
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range or get stuck forever at the current extreme, it requires that the dividend–price ratio
predicts future growth in dividends.4
Does the dividend–price ratio forecast future dividend movements as required by
the random-walk theory, or does it instead forecast future movements in stock prices? We
answer this question using a long-run annual US data set that extends today’s S&P 500
Index back in time to 1872.5 The answer is given by the pair of scatterplots shown in
Figure 1. Each scatterplot has the dividend–price ratio, measured as the previous year’s
dividend divided by the January stock price, on the horizontal axis. (The horizontal axis
scale is logarithmic but the axis is labeled in levels for ease of reference.) Over this
period the historical mean value for the dividend–price ratio was 4.65%.
In the top part of the figure the vertical axis is the growth rate of real dividends
(measured logarithmically as the change in the natural log of real dividends) over a time
interval sufficient to bring the dividend–price ratio back to its historical mean of 4.65%.
More precisely, we measure the dividend growth rate from the year preceding the year
shown until the year before the dividend–price ratio again crossed 4.65%. Because
dividends enter the dividend–price ratio with a one-year lag, this is the appropriate way to
measure growth in dividends from the base level embodied in a given year’s dividend–
price ratio to the level that prevailed when the dividend–price ratio next crossed its
historical mean.6
                                                
4 The random-walk theory is a special case of the efficient-markets theory of stock prices. In general,
the efficient-markets theory allows the equilibrium rate of return required by investors to vary over
time. (See for example Campbell and Cochrane, 1999.) The random-walk theory assumes that this
required rate of return is constant. We are in fact oversimplifying the random-walk theory in this
paper, because the theory actually says that stock returns, not prices, should be unforecastable. Since
the dividend-price ratio is itself a component of the stock return, the random-walk theory says that a
lower dividend-price ratio should be associated with slightly more rapid price growth to offset the
lower dividend component of return. In other words, the theory says that prices should move in a
direction that drives the dividend-price ratio away from its historical average; dividends must do
more than all the adjustment necessary to bring the ratio back to its historical average. However, the
difference between return and price change is small and in practice forecasts of returns and forecasts
of price changes are very similar. See our (1988a) paper for a careful analysis of dividend forecasts
within the context of a log-linearized mathematical representation of the efficient-markets theory, or
Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997), Chapter 7, for a recent textbook exposition.
5 The data in this paper use the January Standard and Poor Composite stock price for each year since
1872, while earnings and dividends are for the entire previous year. Data before 1926 are based on
Cowles (1939). The price index used to deflate nominal values to real values is the producer price
index. See Shiller (1989) for a description of these data.
6 The time intervals required to bring the dividend-price ratio back to its mean typically exceed one
year, so the dividend growth rate for any particular year can affect several successive observations.
This overlapping of successive time intervals implies that the different points in the scatterplot are
not statistically independent. There are, however, 29 nonoverlapping time intervals in our sample, so
the data are not insubstantial. Statistical tests of the significance of analogous relations with fixed
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Since 1872, the dividend–price ratio has crossed its mean value 29 times, with
intervals between crossings ranging from one year to twenty years (the twenty-year
interval being between 1955 and 1975). The different years are indicated on the scatter
diagram by two-digit numbers; a * after a number denotes a 19th Century date. The last
year shown is 1983, since this is the last year that was followed by the dividend–price
ratio crossing its mean. (The ratio has been below its mean ever since.) A regression line
is fit through these data points, and a vertical line is drawn to indicate the dividend–price
ratio at the start of the year 2000. The implied forecast for dividend growth is the
horizontal dashed line marked where the vertical line intersects the regression line.
It is obvious from the top part of Figure 1 that the dividend–price ratio has done a
poor job as a forecaster of future dividend growth to the date when the ratio is again
borne back to its mean value. The regression line is nearly horizontal, implying that the
forecast for future dividend growth is almost the same regardless of the dividend–price
ratio. The R2 statistic for the regression is 0.25%, indicating that only one-quarter of one
percent of the variation of dividend growth is explained by the initial dividend–price
ratio.
It must follow, therefore, that the dividend–price ratio forecasts movements in its
denominator, the stock price, and that it is the stock price that has moved to restore the
ratio to its mean value. In the lower part of Figure 1 the vertical axis shows the growth
rate of real stock prices (measured logarithmically as the change in log real stock prices)
between the year shown and the next year when the dividend–price ratio crossed its mean
value. The scatterplot shows a strong tendency for the dividend–price ratio to predict
future price changes. The regression line has a strongly positive slope, and the R2 s atistic
for the regression is 63%. We have answered our question: It is the denominator of the
dividend–price ratio that brings the ratio back to its mean, not the numerator.
At the start of 2000, the dividend–price ratio was only 1.2%, well to the left of
any points shown in the figure. The lower part of Figure 1 shows that on previous
occasions when the dividend–price ratio has been below 3.4%, the stock market has
always declined in real terms over the interval to the next crossing of the mean dividend–
price ratio; real declines in stock prices have always played a role in restoring such
extreme low dividend–price ratios to the mean. The fitted value of the regression line for
2000 indicates that the next time that the dividend–price ratio is back to its mean, the log
real value of the stock market will be more than 1.6 lower than it is today. Translating
into percentage terms, this says that the stock market will lose more than three-quarters of
its real value! Can we take such a forecast seriously? What modifications should we
make to such a forecast?
                                                                                                                                   
horizons, taking account of the overlapping intervals, are reported in Campbell and Shiller (1988b,
1989).
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Fixed-horizon forecasts from the dividend–price ratio
Figure 1 shows the powerful ability of the dividend–price ratio to predict price
movements to the date at which the dividend–price ratio next crosses its mean. We
looked at the figure to see what it is that restores the ratio to its mean: the numerator or
the denominator. But, the problem with these forecasts is that we do not know when the
dividend–price ratio will next cross its mean; historically this has ranged from one to
twenty years. We now show scatterplots like Figure 1, but where the vertical axis is
changed to show growth rates of dividends and prices over a fixed horizon. The horizon
is one year in Figure 2, and ten years in Figure 3. We should expect to see a worse fit
than in Figure 1, of course, since with these figures we do not measure dividend and price
growth rates over intervals when the ratio returned to its mean value.
The upper part of Figure 2 shows that over one year, the dividend–price ratio does
forecast dividend growth with the negative sign predicted by the efficient-markets theory.
Years in which January stock prices are high, relative to last year’s dividends, tend to be
years in which this year’s dividends are high relative to last year’s dividends. The
dividend–price ratio is able to explain 13% of the annual variation in dividend growth.
Such short-horizon forecasting power should not be surprising; dividends are fairly
predictable over a few quarters, and the January stock price is measured well after most
of last year’s dividends have been paid, at a time when it may be relatively easy for
market participants to anticipate the level of dividends during the coming year.
The lower part of Figure 2 shows that the dividend–price ratio has little fore-
casting power for stock price changes over the next year. Prices do have a very slight
tendency to fall in years when they are initially high relative to dividends, but this rela-
tionship explains less than 1% of the annual variance of stock prices. The short-run noise
in stock prices swamps the predictable variation that was visible in Figure 1.7
In Figure 3, however, where the horizon is ten years rather than one year, many of
the patterns of Figure 1 become apparent again. Just as in Figure 1, there is only a very
weak relation between the dividend–price ratio and subsequent ten-year dividend growth.
In fact the relation in Figure 3 is even less consistent with the efficient-markets theory
than the relation in Figure 1, because the Figure 3 relation is positive, implying that
dividends tend to move in the wrong direction to restore the dividend–price ratio to its
historical average level. Just as in Figure 1, there is a substantial positive relation between
the dividend–price ratio and subsequent ten-year price growth. The R2 statistics are a
trivial 1% for dividend growth but 9% for price growth.
The unusual recent behavior of the stock market is visible in the bottom panels of
both Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2, the low dividend–price ratios and large price increases
of the years 1995 through 1999 are visible as five points at the top left of the figure. In
Figure 3, price increases during the 1990s have a somewhat smaller effect but are visible
in three points for the years 1988, 1989, and 1990 at the top left of the figure.
                                                
7 Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997), Chapter 7, explains in more formal terms how R2 statistics
can rise with the length of the horizon over which returns are measured.
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Given the low value for the dividend–price ratio at the start of 2000, the regres-
sion in the bottom panel of Figure 3 implies a decline of 0.6 in the log real stock price
over the next ten years. This corresponds to a 55% loss of real value.8
Alternative valuation ratios
The dividend–price ratio is a widely used valuation ratio, but it has the disad-
vantage that its behavior can be affected by shifts in corporate financial policy, a point we
discuss later in the paper. Accordingly it is worthwhile to explore alternative measures of
the level of stock prices.
Figure 4 illustrates some key valuation ratios in our long-run annual US data set.
The top left panel of the figure shows the price–earnings ratio, calculated using the
January stock price in each year divided by the level of earnings from the previous year.
The bottom left panel shows the dividend–price ratio, calculated using the dividends from
the previous year divided by the January stock price. These ratios are not adjusted to
express them in real terms, because it is assumed that the same general price index
applies to the earnings or dividend series and the stock price series.
Figure 4 illustrates the fact that price–earnings ratios have normally moved in a
range from 8 to about 20, with a mean of 14.5 and occasional spikes down as far as 6 or
up as high as 26. At the beginning of 2000, the price–earnings ratio was high, at 29.6, but
not at a record level. Dividend–price ratios have normally moved in a range from 3% to
about 7%, with a mean of 4.65% and occasional movements up to almost 10%. Very
recently the dividend–price ratio has fallen to a record low of 1.2%, well below the
historical range.
Since stock price increases drive up price–earnings ratios and drive down
dividend–price ratios, it is not surprising that the two series in Figure 4 generally move
opposite to one another. There are, however, various spikes in the price–earnings ratio
that do not show up in the dividend–price ratio. These spikes occur when recessions
temporarily depress corporate earnings. Since we use previous-year earnings to calculate
price–earnings ratios, depressed earnings in 1921, 1933, and 1991, for example, show up
in our price–earnings series in 1922, 1934, and 1992.
A clearer picture of stock market variation emerges if one averages earnings over
several years. Benjamin Graham and David Dodd, in their now famous 1934 textbook
Security Analysis, said that for purposes of examining valuation ratios, one should use an
average of earnings of “not less than five years, preferably seven or ten years” (p. 452).
                                                
8 As we mentioned in footnote 3, stock returns differ from stock price changes because they include
the direct contribution of dividends. Figure 3 implies an unusually poor year-2000 outlook for stock
returns, for three reasons. First, dividends are initially low relative to prices. Second, the top part of
Figure 3 shows that dividends are predicted to grow slowly over the next ten years. Third, the bottom
part of Figure 3 shows that real prices are predicted to fall over the next ten years. A scatterplot with
ten-year real stock returns on the vertical axis looks much like the bottom part of Figure 3, but with a
better fit (an R2 statistic of 16% rather than 9%). The cumulative continuously compounded ten-year
return forecast implied by the January 2000 dividend-price ratio is –44%.
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Following their advice we smooth earnings by taking an average of real earnings over the
past ten years.9 The top right panel of Figure 4 shows the ratio of the January real stock
price to smoothed real earnings from the previous year. This price-smoothed–earnings
ratio responds to long-run variations in the level of stock prices. It has roughly the same
range of variation as the conventional price–earnings ratio, with a slightly higher mean of
16.0, but the record high of 44.9 now appears at the start of 2000. This record ratio
dwarfs the previous record of 28.0, set in 1929.
The bottom right panel of Figure 4 shows the ratio of current real earnings to
smoothed real earnings. This figure shows that in 2000 real earnings have indeed grown
quite well when compared to their ten-year past average, but this earnings growth is not
record breaking and there are a number of comparable experiences in history. It is price
growth, not earnings growth, that has set all-time records lately.
Forecasts from the price-smoothed–earnings ratio
Figures 5 and 6 have the same format as Figures 2 and 3, except that the ratio of
price to a ten-year moving average of real earnings appears on the horizontal axis of each
scatterplot, and we look at the growth rate of the ten-year moving average of earnings
rather than the growth rate of dividends. The price-smoothed–earnings ratio has little
ability to predict future growth in smoothed earnings; the R2 statistics are 1% over one
year and 5% over ten years. However, the ratio is a good forecaster of ten-year growth in
stock prices, with an R2 statistic of 30%. The fit of this relation is substantially better than
we found for the dividend–price ratio in Figure 3.10
Noting that the price-smoothed–earnings ratio for January 2000 is a record 44.9,
the regression illustrated in Figure 6 is predicting a catastrophic ten-year decline in the
log real stock price. We do not find this extreme forecast credible; when the independent
variable has moved so far from the historically observed range, we cannot trust a linear
regression line. However, this extreme forecast does, we think, suggest some real
concerns that future price growth will be small or negative.
                                                
9 We first looked at smoothed real earnings in our (1988b) paper. There we averaged log real
earnings rather than levels of real earnings (that is, we used a geometric rather than an arithmetic
average), but this makes little difference to the results. We also compared ten-year and thirty-year
moving averages of earnings, and found that they have similar properties.
10 The price-smoothed–earnings ratio is also a much better predictor than the conventional price–
earnings ratio. The noise in annual earnings distorts the fundamental relation illustrated in Figure 6.
The superior forecasting power of the price-smoothed–earnings ratio carries over to ten-year real
returns; a regression of ten-year returns on the price-smoothed–earnings ratio has an R2 statistic of
40%, whereas a regression of ten-year returns on the dividend–price ratio has an R2 statistic of only
16%.
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Ratios’ forecasts of productivity
Popular commentators on the stock market often justify high valuation ratios by
reference to expectations of future productivity growth, that is, future growth in output
per manhour, as if productivity were another indicator of the value of firms. They point to
rapid productivity growth in the second half of the 1990s and argue that the stock market
rationally anticipates a continuation, or even an acceleration, of this trend.11 A difficulty
with this line of argument is that higher output per manhour in the future may well accrue
to workers, or to the entrepeneurs who create new firms, rather than to the owners of
existing firms. Nonetheless it is interesting to ask whether the stock market has his-
torically predicted variations in productivity growth. We can extend our previous analysis
by substituting productivity growth, in place of earnings growth, as the variable to be
forecasted.
The top panel of Figure 7 shows the log of real output per hour for the nonfarm
housing private economy, along with the same log real earnings series we plotted in
Figure 4.12 Note that productivity has virtually the same growth rate as real S&P
earnings, but productivity has much less volatility, it more nearly hugs a trend line. The
bottom panel of Figure 7 shows ten-year growth rates of output per hour and real earn-
ings. There are some short-run comovements in the two series, probably reflecting the
short-run effects of recessions on both profits and productivity.
Figure 8 is a scatter diagram with the ratio of price to smoothed ten-year earnings
on the horizontal axis, and the subsequent ten-year growth in productivity on the vertical
axis. We see that the price-smoothed–earnings ratio has virtually no ability to predict
future productivity growth. A scatter with the conventional price–earnings ratio on the
horizontal axis, not shown here, is even less successful. These results do not support the
view that movements in stock prices reflect rational forecasts of future productivity
growth.
II. Is The Twenty-First Century A New Era?
Over the past century the American economy has been transformed in many
fundamental ways. Agriculture gave way to industry, and industry has given way to
services as the economy’s leading sector. Automobiles and airplanes have revolutionized
transport, while radio, television, and now the Internet have transformed communication.
Massive corporations emerged to exploit the economies of mass production, but these are
now being replaced by smaller, more flexible organizations that can exploit information
technology more effectively.
                                                
11 While popular discussion normally emphasizes productivity growth in a few new economy
sectors, Nordhaus (2000) shows that productivity growth rate increases in the 1990s were
widespread and not narrowly focussed on these sectors.
12 Robert J. Gordon (2000, Figure 3, p. 66) supplied the productivity series His multifactor
productivity is fairly similar in appearance to the output per hour series used here.
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These changes have affected the financial sector just as deeply as any other part of
the economy. Yet certain aspects of financial market behavior have remained remarkably
stable throughout the tumult of the 20th Century. We have seen that stock market valu-
ation ratios have moved up and down within a fairly well-defined range, without strong
trends or sudden breaks.
Despite the historical stability of valuation ratios, some market observers question
whether historical patterns offer a reliable guide to the future. Various arguments are put
forward to justify the notion that financial markets are entering a “new era.” Some of
these arguments have to do with corporate financial policy, while others concern investor
behavior or the structure of the US economy. We now briefly review some of these
arguments.
Repurchases and the dividend-price ratio
Dividends represent cash paid to ongoing shareholders, and this makes dividends
an appealing indicator of fundamental value. In fact, over very long holding periods the
return to shareholders is dominated by dividends, because the end-of-holding-period
stock price becomes trivially small when it is discounted from the end to the beginning of
a long holding period.
Nonetheless, an important criticism of the dividend-price ratio is that it can be
affected by corporate financial policy. As a tax-favored alternative to paying dividends,
companies can repurchase their stock. Repurchases transfer cash to those shareholders
who sell their stock, and benefit ongoing shareholders because future dividend payments
will be divided among fewer shares. If a corporation permanently diverts funds from divi-
dends to a repurchase program, it reduces current dividends but begins an ongoing
reduction in the number of shares and thus increases the long-run growth rate of divi-
dends per share. This in turn can permanently lower the dividend–price ratio, driving it
outside its normal historical range. Many commentators have argued that repurchases, not
excessive stock prices, are responsible for record low dividend–price ratios in the late
1990s.
One way to adjust the dividend–price ratio for shifts in corporate financial policy
is to add net repurchases (dollars spent on repurchases less dollars received from new
issues) to dividends. Cole, Helwege, and Laster (1996) did this for S&P 500 firms over
the period 1975–1996 and found that dividend–price ratios should be adjusted upwards
significantly during the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s, for example by 0.8% in 1996. This
approach assumes that both repurchases and issues of shares take place at market value,
so that dollars spent and received correspond directly to shares repurchased and issued. In
practice, however, many companies issue shares below market value as part of their
employee stock option incentive plans. Liang and Sharpe (1999) correct for this in a
study of the largest 144 firms in the S&P 500; they find that the dividend–price ratio for
those firms should be adjusted upwards by 1.39% in 1997 (a number that they argue is
not sustainable in the long run) and 0.75% in 1998.
A glance at Figure 4 shows that an adjustment of this magnitude brings the
dividend–price ratio back closer to the bottom of its normal historical range, but does not
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bring it anywhere close to the middle of the normal range. For this reason, and because
repurchase programs do not affect price–earnings ratios, corporate financial policy cannot
be the only explanation of the abnormal valuation ratios observed in recent years.
Intangible investment and the price–earnings ratio
A criticism that is commonly directed against use of the conventional price–
earnings ratio as an indicator of stock market valuation is that the denominator of the
ratio, earnings, has become biased downward because the new economy involves sub-
stantial investments in intangibles, which are, following conventional accounting
procedures, deducted from earnings as current expenses. For example, it is a hallmark of
many companies in the new economy that they plan to attract a large volume of cus-
tomers but to lose money for years, hoping that the high level of activity will enable them
to build an effective high-tech business organization as well as to solidify public
acceptance of their product. The cost of activities that promote such intangible capital,
these critics argue, should not really be deducted directly from earnings, since they are
effectively long-term investments.
Hall (2000) has called such intangible capital “e-capital,” and argues that there
has been a great deal of investment in e-capital in the 1990s “resulting at least in part
from technological progress in forming e-capital.”13 He tells a story in which the
accumulation of e-capital in the 1990s explains the much higher measured price–earnings
ratios as well as the higher wages paid to college graduates (who create e-capital) relative
to the wages paid to those who did not graduate from college. His story is also consistent
with the fact that gains in measured productivity in the late 1990s have been modest, well
below the gains of the 1950s and 1960s.
McGrattan and Prescott (2001) present corrections that should be made to
earnings due to investment in intangible capital, and also attempt to gauge the effects
through time of changes in tax rates on the price/earnings ratio. They conclude, in the
context of a complete calibrated general equilibrium model, that the price earnings ratio
1987-99 should be roughly twice what it was in 1955-62. The main reason that the price-
earnings ratio should have doubled over that time interval in their model is that they
estimate that the personal income tax rate on dividends has fallen sharply over that
interval. Their calibrated model represents that that tax rate has fallen from 50% to 9%
over that time interval, reflecting the advent since 1962 of 401(K) and other tax-sheltered
investment vehicles.14
These new economy stories are interesting possibilities to explain the stock mar-
ket, but they are just stories: no convincing justification has been given for assuming that
investment in intangibles is really dramatically more important in recent years than it was
in earlier years. Neither Hall nor McGrattan and Prescott show that their models fit long
                                                
13 Hall “E-Capital...” (2000, p. 76). See also Hall (2001).
14 See McGrattan and Prescott (2001).
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historical time series data. Their calibrated models explain only recent observations, and
hence their fit is of little persuasiveness in judging the current valuation ratios. Hall’s
model would imply that most US firms had negative e-capital in the period 1980–87.15
Bond and Cummins (2000), using data on 459 individual firms over the period
1982–1998, partially measure intangible capital investment by expenditures the firms
make on research and development and on marketing. They consider the effect of in-
tangible capital on investment equations and conclude that intangible investments do not
appear to justify the current high valuation in the market.16
The baby boom, market participation, and the demand for stock
Many observers suggest that there has been a secular shift in the attitudes of the
investing public towards the stock market. As the baby-boom generation comes to dom-
inate the economically and financially active population, its attitudes become more
important while those of earlier generations have less and less weight. It is argued that
baby-boomers are more risk-tolerant (perhaps because they do not remember the extreme
economic conditions of the 1930s), and that they tend to favor stocks over bonds (perhaps
because they are influenced by the extremely poor performance of bonds during the
inflationary 1970s). Thus valuation ratios may be extreme today because baby-boomers
are willing to pay high prices for stocks; the ratios may remain extreme for as long as this
demographic effect persists — that is, well into the 21st Century — and may even move
further outside their historical ranges if the demographic effect strengthens.
A variant of this argument emphasizes that economists have had great difficulty in
reconciling historical stock price levels with standard equilibrium asset pricing models.
Mehra and Prescott (1985) pointed out that stock prices have been much lower than
standard models would predict; they initiated an enormous literature on the “equity
premium puzzle,” but no entirely convincing explanation has been found. Perhaps the
baby-boom generation is the first to realize that historical valuation ratios were a mistake,
and recent stock price movements represent a correction of the mistake.17
                                                
15 Jason Cummins (2000), p. 109).
16 Bond and Cummins (2000) find that the coefficient of Tobin’s Q in the investment equation is
usually not significant after including their additional intangible capital measures unless one
replaces the usual Tobin’s Q ratio with a ratio that has as its numerator not the actual price but the
forecasted present value of future earnings. Thus, firms’ behavior suggests that managers them-
selves do not believe the valuations for the market even after partial correction for intangible
investment.
17 Siegel (1994) presents a moderate version of this argument, while Glassman and Hassett
(1999) present an extreme version, arguing that stocks should not carry any risk premium at all,
and that stock prices will rise dramatically further once investors come to realize this fact. Both
Siegel and Glassman–Hassett emphasize that stock returns have historically had lower risk at
long horizons than at short horizons. This is a manifestation of the same mean-reversion
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Alternatively, baby-boomers may benefit from institutional innovations that make
it easier for less well-off people to participate in the stock market, and to hold diversified
portfolios. Heaton and Lucas (1999) and Vissing–Jørgenson (1998) show that broader
participation and cheaper diversification can drive up the demand for stock and increase
stock prices. However such effects are unlikely to explain large movements in the stock
market because most wealth is now, and always has been, controlled by wealthy people
who face few barriers to stock market participation and diversification.
In support of this line of thought, it has been pointed out that the dividend–price
ratio shows some evidence of trend decline during the whole of the period since World
War II. The appearance of long-run stability in this ratio in Figure 4 would be much
weaker if the figure began in the mid-20th Century rather than in 1872.18 On the other
hand long-run trends in stock-market participation are not plausible candidates to explain
the sharp run-up in stock prices during the late 1990s.
While it may be true that the demand for stock has increased, this does not
necessarily contradict the pessimistic stock market outlook presented earlier in this paper.
The argument is that demand has driven stock prices up relative to dividends and
earnings. But since the demand for stock does not change the expected paths of future
dividends and earnings, higher stock prices today must depress subsequent stock returns
unless demand is even stronger at the end of the holding period. Over the ten-year
holding period emphasized in this paper, there does not seem to be any good reason to
expect stock demand to strengthen further from today’s high levels.
Also, it may not be correct to think of investors’ attitudes as shifting only slowly,
in reaction to long-run demographic changes. Economic conditions may also be impor-
tant. It is noticeable that stock prices tend to be high relative to indicators of fundamental
value at times when the economy has been growing strongly. This tendency is visible in
Figure 4; high price–earnings and price–smoothed-earnings ratios and low dividend-price
ratios are characteristic of periods, such as the 1920s, 1960s, and mid-1990s, when real
earnings have been growing rapidly so that current earnings are well above smoothed
earnings. If economic growth in general, or earnings growth in particular, influence
investors’ attitudes then weaker economic conditions could rapidly bring prices back
down to more normal levels.19
                                                                                                                                   
documented in this paper, but Siegel and Glassman–Hassett do not stress the low return forecasts
that are implied by mean-reversion.
18 Blanchard (1993) emphasizes the trend postwar decline in the dividend-price ratio and in various
other measures of the risk premium investors demand for holding stocks. Bakshi and Chen (1994)
argue that demographic effects can explain the high stock market of the 1960s and 1980s and low
stock market of the 1970s, but they do not ask whether their demographic measures have explanatory
power for other countries or time periods.
19 This leaves open the question of why investors’ attitudes might be affected by economic
conditions. Barsky and De Long (1993) and Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998) argue that in-
vestors irrationally extrapolate recent earnings growth into the future, so that the stock market
becomes overvalued when earnings growth has been strong. Campbell and Cochrane (1999) argue
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Inflation
Other observers have argued that today’s high stock prices can be justified by the
steady decline in inflation that has taken place since the early 1980s. These observers
point out that since 1960, the dividend–price ratio has moved closely with the inflation
rate and with the yield on long-term government bonds, which is closely associated with
expectations of future inflation. Thus it should not be surprising to see high stock prices
given low recent inflation.
There are two weaknesses in this argument. First, the correlation between stock
prices and inflation is much stronger before the mid-1990s than during the last five years.
It is hard to explain the recent rise in the stock market by any large change in the inflation
outlook.
Second, it is not clear that the association between stock prices and inflation is
consistent with the efficient-markets theory that stock prices reflect future real dividends,
discounted at a constant real interest rate. That is, low inflation may help to ex lain high
stock prices but may not justify these prices as rational. Modigliani and Cohn (1979)
argued twenty years ago that the stock market irrationally discounts real dividends at
nominal interest rates, undervaluing stocks when inflation is high and overvaluing them
when inflation is low.20 At that time their argument implied stock market undervaluation;
today the same argument would imply overvaluation. Whether or not one accepts
Modigliani and Cohn’s behavioral hypothesis, it should be clear that the relation between
inflation and stock prices does not necessarily contradict our pessimistic long-run
forecast for stock returns.
III. International Evidence
We have emphasized that in US data prices, rather than dividends or earnings,
appear to adjust to bring abnormal valuation ratios back to historical average levels. Do
other countries’ stock markets behave in the same way, or is the US experience
anomalous?
Unfortunately very little long-term data are available for most stock markets. One
standard data source is Morgan Stanley Capital International, but these data go back only
to 1970 or so. To appreciate how short this sample is, note from Figure 4 that since the
early 1970s the time-series plot of the US dividend–price ratio has been dominated by a
single hump-shaped pattern. With under thirty years of data, it is not sensible to use a ten-
year horizon, so we reduce the horizon to four years.
Figure 9 presents scatterplots like Figures 2 and 3, but with quarterly data and a
four-year horizon. The dividend–price ratio appears on the horizontal axis of each
                                                                                                                                   
that investors become more risk-tolerant when the economy is strong, because their well being is
determined by their consumption relative to past standards, rather than by the absolute level of
consumption.
20 Ritter and Warr (1999) have recently revisited this hypothesis.
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scatterplot, and four-year dividend or price growth appears on the vertical axis. The first
quarter of each year is indicated with a year number; the other quarters are marked with a
cross. Results are shown for twelve countries: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and, for
comparison, the United States.21
The countries in Figure 8 fall into three main groups. The English-speaking coun-
tries, Australia, Canada, and the UK, behaved over this short sample period very much
like the US. The dividend–price ratio was positively associated with subsequent price
growth, and showed little relation to subsequent dividend growth. Several Continental
European countries, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, and Switzerland, showed a very
different pattern over this sample period. In these countries a high dividend–price ratio
was associated with weak subsequent dividend growth, just as the efficient-markets
theory would imply. There was little relation between the dividend–price ratio and sub-
sequent price growth. Japan and Spain represent an intermediate case in which the
dividend–price ratio appears to have been associated with both subsequent dividend
growth and subsequent price growth. Finally the Netherlands show no clear relation be-
tween the dividend–price ratio and subsequent growth rates of either dividends or prices.
These recent international data provide mixed evidence. Recent price movements,
often the very price movements that have made the valuation ratios so anomalous today,
have a large effect on the scatterplots in Figure 9, and this makes them somewhat hard to
interpret.
IV. Some Statistical Pitfalls
Some subtle statistical issues arise when one tries to draw conclusions from
scatter diagrams such as those presented here. Since the observations are overlapping
whenever the horizon is greater than one year (or one quarter in Figure 9), the different
points are not statistically independent of one another. We must correct for this problem
in judging the statistical significance of our results. Also, valuation ratios are random
rather than deterministic, and it is well known that regressions with random regressors
can have biased coefficients in small samples.
Let us consider the conclusions that we drew from looking at Figure 1. We noted
that the slope of the regression line in the top part of the figure, predicting log real
dividend growth over the time interval to the next crossing of the mean of the dividend–
price ratio, was not substantially negative as the efficient-markets theory would predict.
Were we right to conclude that real dividends do not behave in accordance with the
efficient-markets theory? Or are our regression results possibly spurious?
In the 1998 version of this paper we did a simple Monte Carlo experiment to
study this issue. We constructed artificial data in which the dividend–price ratio does not
forecast future price changes over any fixed horizon. In other words, we generated data
                                                
21 See Campbell (1998) for a more detailed analysis of these international data.
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that satisfy the efficient-markets prediction that the real stock price is a random walk.22
Also, we generated the data to match several important characteristics of the actual
annual US data.
We began by estimating a first-order autoregressive (AR(1)) model for the log
dividend–price ratio using our 125 observations for the period 1872 to 1997. We
corrected the regression coefficient for small-sample bias using the Kendall correction,
obtaining a coefficient of 0.81. Using a random normal number generator with the
estimated standard error of the error term in the bias-corrected regression, and using a
random normal starting value whose variance equals the unconditional variance for this
AR(1) model, we generated 125 observations of a simulated AR(1) log dividend–price
ratio. Next, we generated 125 observations of a simulated random walk for the log real
stock price, using a random normal number generator with the estimated standard
deviation of the actual change in the log real price. In the actual data, changes in the stock
price and in the dividend–price ratio have a negative covariance; we also matched this
covariance in our artificial data. Finally, we generated a log real previous-year dividend
by adding the log dividend–price ratio and the log stock price.
We repeated this exercise 100,000 times. In each iteration, we used the artificial
data to produce scatters and regression lines based on 125 observations like those shown
in the top part of Figure 1. We found that the average number of crossings of the mean of
the dividend–price ratio was 26.5, not far from the number of 29 observed with our actual
data. But in 100,000 iterations we found that the slope of the regression line shown in the
top part of Figure 1 was almost always much more negative than the estimated slope with
the actual data. The estimated slope in the artificial data was greater than the estimated
slope with actual data (–0.04) only 0.02%, two hundredths of one percent, of the time.
The estimated regression coefficient in these Monte Carlo iterations tended to be close to
minus one, very far from the almost-zero slope coefficient represented by the line in the
figure. In this respect, our Monte Carlo results are extremely different from the results
with the actual data. We conclude that our result in the top part of Figure 1 is indeed
anomalous from the standpoint of the efficient-markets theory.
Next we used the change in the log real stock price as the dependent variable in
the Monte Carlo experiment, so that in each iteration we estimated the regression line
shown in the bottom part of Figure 1. In 100,000 iterations we never once obtained a
regression coefficient as great as the slope coefficient of 1.25 shown in the bottom part of
Figure 1. While the average estimated slope coefficient in the Monte Carlo experiments is
                                                
22 As before, we are oversimplifying the efficient-markets theory by ignoring the distinction between
price changes and returns. In Campbell and Shiller (1989) we generated artificial data for a Monte
Carlo study in which returns, rather than stock price changes, are unpredictable. This procedure is
considerably more complicated, however, and it only makes the patterns seen in the actual data more
anomalous.
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positive, the average value is only 0.18, far below the estimated coefficient with actual
data.23
Other Monte Carlo experiments relevant to judging the results in this paper are
reported in Campbell and Shiller (1989), Goetzmann and Jorion (1993), Nelson and Kim
(1993), and Kirby (1997). Nelson and Kim (1993) generate artificial data from vector
autoregressions (VARs) of stock returns and dividend yields on lagged returns and yields.
The artificial stock-return series are constructed to be unforecastable but correlated with
innovations in dividend yields. Campbell and Shiller (1989) follow a similar approach.24
Nelson and Kim find that 10-year regression coefficients and R2 statistics are highly
unlikely to be as large as those found in the actual data if expected stock returns are truly
constant. Campbell and Shiller’s results are consistent with this finding.
Goetzmann and Jorion (1993) use a different approach. They construct artificial
data using randomly generated returns and historical dividends, which of course are fixed
across different Monte Carlo runs. They combine these two series to get random paths for
dividend yields. The problem with this methodology is that it produces nonstationary
dividend yields that have no tendency to return to historical average levels. Thus Goetz-
mann and Jorion avoid the need for dividend yields to forecast either dividend growth or
price growth; in their simulations stock prices are equally uninformative about funda-
mental value and about future returns. Goetzmann and Jorion also confine their attention
to horizons of four years or less. Large long-horizon regression coefficients and R2
statistics occur somewhat more often in the Goetzmann–Jorion Monte Carlo study than in
the Nelson–Kim study, but the four-year results in the actual data remain quite
anomalous.
Kirby (1997) uses Monte Carlo methods to further illustrate biases that can arise
in conventional statistical tests of market efficiency. Kirby’s results are not very relevant
to our regressions, however. He uses a sample of only 58 observations, considers return
horizons only up to four years, and does not try to construct a data generating mechanism
that replicates observed characteristics of the actual data.
These studies all agree that there are statistical pitfalls in evaluating long-run
stock market performance. But it is striking how well the evidence for stock market
                                                
23 The Monte Carlo results for the bottom part of Figure 1 are related to the results for the top part of
Figure 1. If we had continuous data, so that the change in the dividend–price ratio to the next cross-
ing of the mean was just minus the current demeaned dividend–price ratio, then the price regression
coefficient for the bottom part and the dividend regression coefficient for the top part of Figure 1
would have to differ by one. In fact our data are not continuous but are measured annually, so the
change in the dividend–price ratio to the next crossing of the mean exceeds the current demeaned
dividend–price ratio in absolute value, and the two regression coefficients differ by slightly more
than one. It is still true, however, that if the price regression coefficient is close to one then the
dividend regression coefficient must be close to zero.
24 Campbell and Shiller use a VAR that includes dividend growth, the dividend yield, and the ratio of
smoothed earnings to prices. They construct a loglinearized approximation to the stock return from
the dividend growth rate and the dividend yield.
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predictability survives the various corrections and adjustments that have been proposed in
this research.
V. Conclusion
We concluded in the 1998 version of this paper that the conventional valuation
ratios, the dividend–price and price-smoothed–earnings ratios, have a special significance
when compared with many other statistics that might be used to forecast stock prices. In
1998 these ratios were extraordinarily bearish for the US stock market. The ratios are
even more so now.
These valuation ratios deserve a special place among forecasting variables
because we have such a long time series of data on these ratios, and because they relate
stock prices to careful evaluations of the fundamental value of corporations. Earnings
have been calculated and reported by US corporations for over a hundred years for the
express purpose of allowing us to judge intrinsic value. Dividend distribution decisions
have been made by corporations for just as long with a sense that dividends should be set
in such a way that they can reasonably be expected to continue.
Linear regressions of price changes and total returns on the log valuation ratios
suggest substantial declines in real stock prices, and real stock returns below zero, over
the next ten years. This result must of course be interpreted with caution. The valuation
ratios are now so far from their historical averages that we have very little comparable
historical data; our regressions extrapolate linearly from a relation between log valuation
ratios and long-horizon returns that holds in historically normal times to get a prediction
for the current, historically abnormal situation. It is quite possible that the true relation
between log valuation ratios and long-horizon returns is nonlinear, in which case linear
regression forecasts might be excessively bearish. But while this point may moderate the
extreme pessimism of our linear regressions, it certainly does not support optimism about
the stock market outlook.
It is also possible that forecasting relations that worked in the past will cease to
work now. But these ratios are not forecasting variables that were discovered yesterday,
ex post. They are ex ante forecasting relations that have been continually discussed over
the last century.
The very fact that ratios have moved so far outside their historical range poses a
challenge however, both to the traditional view that stock prices reflect rational expec-
tations of future cash flows, and to our view that they are substantially driven by mean
reversion. Observers of either persuasion must face the fact that something extremely
unusual has occurred. In this situation a broad judgment of our position in history, of the
uniqueness of recent technological advances and investment patterns, and of the state of
market psychology assumes more than usual importance in judging the outlook for the
stock market. There is no purely statistical method to resolve finally whether the data
indicate that we have entered a new era, invalidating old relations, or whether we are still
in a regime where ratios will revert to old levels. In our personal judgment, while we do
not expect a complete return to traditional valuation levels, we still interpret the broad
variety of evidence as suggesting a poor long-term outlook for the stock market.
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